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Next Level Acoustics announces the Fusion Frame-- a soundbar designed for use with the
Samsung Frame TV, featuring a picture-frame bezel, 4.4cm depth and no-gap mounting, the
result of proprietary enclosure.

  

According to the company, the soundbar has an internal air-load management system and
proprietary woofer capable of pushing deep natural bass from a shallow cabinet. Inside are a
1-inch soft dome tweeter from audiophile Danish driver maker Viva, as well as a proprietary
crossover using high-grade precision components. A custom ultra-rigid sealed enclosure
comprising a CNC-machined MDF and anti-resonant coating ensures the cabinet is
vibration-free

  

Making the soundbar installer-friendly are recessed terminal cups with gold-plated heavy-duty
binding-post/banana-jacks and recessed cable management channels for a no-gap mount.
Customers can remove the magnetically-attached grille for access to cabinet installation holes
to directly attach the bar with the included screws into wall studs or mounting to a wall via
anchors.

      

The soundbar has a black Plex finish to match the standard Frame TV bezel and an acoustically
transparent fabric grille. An optional white lacquer is available to match white Frame TVs. While
the Frame TV is off and displaying art, customers can sync favourite music to the Fusion Frame
soundbar to provide accompanying tunes.
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The Fusion Frame is available in x6 sizes to match the four sizes of Frame TVs. Four are stereo
soundbars and two are LCR models for the larger 55- and 65-inch TVs. All use the same
drivers. In addition Next Level Acoustics offers a generic version of the soundbar for non-Frame
TV applications of any size with the Fusion Flat series.

  

Go Next Level Acoustics Fusion Frame
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https://www.nextlevelacoustics.com/fusion-frame/

